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Abstract 

The aim of this study is investigation of some properties of n-type doped 

semiconductors. Compound semiconductors having minimum points more than 

one, radiate high frequency energies in electric and magnetic fields at the certain 

values of them. Depending of the electric and magnetic field values, high 

frequency energy radiation states have been studied theoretically in this work.  

 

1. Introduction 

Electrically optical and thermo-electrical properties of doped n-type 

semiconductors with more than one minimum have been widely investigated 

theoretical and experimental. For example, gold and copper atoms doped 

germanium (Ge) semiconductor material and GaAs have more than one minimum  
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point. At the certain value of the external electric field those kind of semi- 

conductors behave as energy source with high frequency.  

At the value of the E0 ≅ 3 x 10
3
V/cm for the length of dimension l (0.1  -0. 

2 cm) of GaAs compound the electric current oscillation frequencies (ω) occur in 

the range of 10
7
 - 10

11
 rad/sec and then the energy radiations take place. Firstly 

this effect was experimental observed by Gunn and it is called as Gunn effect. 

This effect is used widely in some devices. At the time of high frequencies the 

atmosphere of the semiconductor is unbalanced. Mathematical graphs of these 

unbalanced states are difficult. 

In unbalanced state amplitude of the current is the complex function of  the 

time and so mathematical equations have not graphs according to the external 

electric field. When the oscillations start inside the semiconductor equal dividing 

of the external electric field effect is not possible and complex domain 

orientations take place.  The velocities and sizes of these domains are complex. 

The length of the domains are very small compared to that of the semiconductor, 

but comparing  the domain velocity �,and drift velocity of the charge carriers ��  

the result is diverse, they can be � � �� , � � �� or � � ��. 

Inside the semiconductors mentioned above when they are present in an 

external electric field, the length of the domains, energy radiation frequency and 

drift velocities of the charge carriers have sharp changes in their values. Since the 

holes are present behind the charge carrier electrons in doped semiconductors, 

theoretical calculation of the radiation frequency is getting difficult.  In the 

semiconductors with the electron and the hole charge carriers, the current 

frequency was extensively theoretical investigated [1,4,5]. 

 

2. Analysis of the Energy Radiation   

When the external electric ��	0 and magnetic field 
�����	 are present, as the 

concentration ��  the current density is can be written as following 

	 � �
��

���	
�� � �� � �����	
��	� � ��
��	���	
��	� � ����	� �  �����	�
��	� � ��
��	(���	�
��	)    (1)  

For the charge carrier Poisson equation can be as following form. 

!"���	 � ��
# $%�& � ��

# �                                                                     (2)  
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Relation between the electric field and the magnetic field can found from 

Maxwell equation as below. 

�'��	
�� � �(. *+,�                                                  (3) 

At certain values of electric and magnetic fields (these values will be determined 

below) inside the semiconductor the distributions of the charge carriers are not 

homogeneous. Thus inside the semiconductor electromagnetic characteristic 

waves occur. These waves are the functions of coordination and time can be 

written as follow. 

$�-, �-, 
-&~%/�0�	1	23��                                                       (4)    

Where E
’
, ρ

’
, H

’
 are the parts of appropriate qualities inside the 

semiconductor, k is the wave vector and ω is the propagation frequency of the 

wave.  

In the current density (given eqn.1) value and direction of the current 

depend on values and directions of the electric and the magnetic fields 

respectively. To compare experimental data and theoretical calculation results we 

draw the following figure. According to this figure the electric field is in the 

direction of x and the magnetic field is in the direction of z. 

��	0 � �0 4 ̂,   
��	0 � 
�67                                                         (5)     

In this figure for 8���	 � 0 and :��	 � 0	 from eqn. (3) 
�'��	
�� � 0 obtained that is  


��	 � <+�=,>�,                                                         (6) 
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Figure 1. Positions of the electric and magnetic fields in three dimensions 
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In eqn. (1) if we use (2, 5, 6) conditions Since 	y = 0 and ?z  = 0 from eqn 

(3)  
∃'��	
∋� � 0 and then from eqn.( 4) for 	y= 0 and 	z = 0 we can obtain following 

values. 

��	 � ��	0+��	’,  � � �� � �-,   
��	 � 
�����	  
B � � "CD4F �B- � ���B- � ��G�B- � %H���- � ���4	I�′���	6�	KB � ��B� � �/4	����	�6�	�B  

0 � 8- � � /3#
�� �8- � ���8- � ���	I�′���	6�	K8 � ��8� � ��	����	�6�	�8                  (7) 

0 � :- � �"CD4F �:- � ���:- � ���6�	 I�′���	6�	K: � ���:- � ��:� � ��6�	����	�6�	�: � ���:� 

If we write :- � 0 as $L� � "L�&�:- � 0 from condition of  L � 0 we can 

obtain as 													6: � ���MNOMPN�
#$QOQP&            

�8- � MPRSTN
Ω

� #QP
��Ω

�U�ST
�BU          (9)                                                      

equation is obtained. Where  

Ω � #Q0VU
�� �� � /#3

��    and  Ω� � ��$1 � G& � /#3
��                         (10)   

Related to the current component in the x-axe is as following. 

B- � Ω��B- � X#YN�� � 4 #YNMPN3 Z ��ST�B � ����B- � #Q
��

�U�ST
�BU � " #UYNQP��#3

�U�ST
�BU       (11)                    

Where �� � H��. From eqn. (11) the propagation wave vector of the 

semiconductor in the y-axe is assumed as given in this equation. 68� � ��MN
#Q �

[��\V]
�
Again from eqn. (11) the frequency of the wave occurred inside the 

semiconductor is  

C ≫ D��6B.                                                        (12)                                                                          

and therefore we can write following equation. 

�U�SU
��BU � ��

#Q _#YN�� � /YNMPN
3 ` ��ST

�B � ��
�Q I��$1 � G& � /3#MPN

�� K �B- � ��
#Q B (13)                      

It needs to confirm that, the GaAs semiconductors with more minimums strength 

the conditions of eqn. (12). That is D��6B � ��#
\S H��� � ��#N

\S , where in statement  
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of H�
aNbc

�OXabc Z
U �� at the value of the magnetic field for Xd'� Z ≫ 1	it can be obtained 

that D��6B � ��#N
\S H��� �

d'. For some applications, if we take the value of 
d'
� e

10, D��6B � ��#
\S H���$ ���&. and thus �� � H���~10f (g =%(⁄  obtained.  

 Again we take if	iB � 0.2	(g, we obtain that		D��6B~3l10m	=%(2�. The 

result from Qann experiments it is found	C~10n � 10��*>!/=%(..  

It is possible to write eqn. (13) as below. 

�U�ST
�BU � YP

Q X1 � " #
��

MPN
3 Z ��S

T
�B � I��MN$�Op&#Q � ��MPN

#Q � /3
Q K �B- � ��

#Q B     (14)                     

For the solution of this equation following statement can be taken as	�B- �
��B- $0&%/$0����	B	23�& � ���- $0&%2/3� � ��B- $6, C& � ���- $0, C&. From eqn. (4)  

���- $0, C& � 4FB- �
��MN$�Op&2��MPN2/3#      (15)                                                                

is found. To find ��B- $6, C& we consider the condition of B- � 0 in eqn. (14). To 

write the wave vector we take following equation. 

6B� � YN
Q X" � #MPN

��3Z 6B � ��MPN2��MN$�Op&&O/#3
#Q � 0      (16)                                          

From this equation solution following statements are obtained. 

6′B� � YN
#Q X" � #MPN

��3 ∓rs� � "s�Z     (17)                                                                          

Where  

s� � X#MPN��3Z
� � �t�QMN$�Op&

YNU � ��MPN
YNU � 1                                                 (18) 

s� � #MPN
��3 � 3Q

YuU 		                (18a)                                             

If we write eqn. (17) as6B�,� � YN
�Q X" � #MPN

��3Z v YN
�Q $∝ �"x&, where ∝�

�
√� X rs�� � s�� � s�Z�/�;  x � �

√� Xrs�� � s�� � s�Z�/�, obtain the values of the 

kx
’
 and kx

2
 as below. 

�-$l& � <�%/0PSB � <�%/0US.B � ��zST
��MN$�Op&2��MPN2/3#          (19)                                       

C1and C2 constants can be determined by using the limits of the semiconductor. 

At limits x = 0 and x = Lx changes of the electric field ��-$l& can be used. If there     

.is injection of the charge carriers at the contact of the semiconductor r( �-$0& �{$0&B- , �-$i& � {$i&B- ). it needs to consider the conditions of the limits. When  
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the semiconductor contacts are ohmic, inside waves and dispersion of the charge 

carriers construct non homogenous form. Therefore we consider	�B- $0& ��B- $iB& � 0 into the conditions of ohmic contact and we can obtain following 

statements.  

<� � �P$�2|VU&
|VU2|VP ;	<� � �P$|VP2�&

|VU2|VP  (20)                                                                            

Where }� � "6B- iB ;     }� � "6B�iB  ;  � � zST
MN$�Op&2MPN2~����

 . With replacing eqn. 

(20) into eqn. (19) and calculating the semiconductor integral impedance of  

s � �
zT�� �B- $l&!l � ��\S

��MN$�Op&2��MPN2/3#
\S�             (21)                                            

is obtained. Where 	s� � ��\S
MN� 	, S is the cross section area. In magnetic field the 

mobility values are as below [2]. 

H � √�dN
�OχU  ;  H�� � �dNχ

�OχU ;  H�� � χU
�OχU                                                         (22)                                                

For χ ≫ 1at larger value of the magnetic field replacing eqn. (22) into eqn. (21) 

we get following statements. 

���
�N � 4F �Op2aPaN

�OX���NZ
U  ;     

���
�N �

��
�N

�O���NU
                                                        (23)                                           

Where	> � I4F$1 � G& � 4F dP
d K

�
, 	�|:is the real part of the impedance and ��:is 

the imaginer part of the impedance. It is understood from eqn. (23) that at overall 

values of C frequencies ��: � 0 so it means inductive resistance is effective in 

the circuit. In the statement of 

d'
� � $1 � G&                                                        (24)  

when  $1 � G&~1 according to this equation it becomes that 

 
d'
� � $1 � G&                                                        (25) 

 
���
�N � 0. To find maximum frequency of the oscillation occurred in the 

device, and it is necessary to solve the next equation [3,6,7].      

� ���
�N � �

�N � 0                                                       (26)  

Where, R is the connected ohmic resistor to device. If we solve eqn. (26) 

depending on the frequency we can write eqn. (27). 

C� � XMN# Z
� X��\SMN�� χ� 16F�χ�Z                                                       (27)  
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With positive sign eqn. (27) shows that the magnetic field alters at interval 

defined in eqn. (28). 

1 � dN'
� � \S

��MN��                                                      (28)  

The semiconductor makes energy radiation with the frequency obtained 

from eqn. (27) and for that radiation its sufficient length in the direction of the 

external electric field is given in eqn (29). 

iB � 4F����                                                     (29)   

In the other side, Ly and Lz lengths; i8 � ��
0V ; i: � ��

\�  and thus following 

statements are obtained. 

68� � ��MN
#Q  ;   6:� � ���MNOMUN�

#$Q&OQP                                                      (30) 

 

Conclusion 

The semiconductors with the linear dimensions are given eqn. (29-30) at 

present the external electric field and H
/(stronger magnetic field energy radiate 

with the frequency given in eqn. (27). This frequency is occurred in a constant 

magnetic field given in eqn. (28). In changing in the electric field range the 

bottom limit is defined by the drift velocity of the charge carriers which is �� � H���. This velocity must be greater than heat velocity. That is 

�� � Y
dN  .                                                      (31)  

As for the upper limit of the electric field is defined using by eqn. (12). 

From statements (12-31) and having positive values condition of eqn (27) we can 

write the following equation.  

Y
dN � �� � %��iB X �

d'Z
�/� �

�#U X �\SMN��Z
�/�

                                             (32)    

If we rewrite eqn. as � �� %��iB �
�#U X ��\S

MN�d'�Z
�/�

and consideriB � FD����we 

get �� � MN�S��#U X �
d'Z

�/�
. The heat velocity is as �� � X�0��� Z�/� (T: Temperature, 

kB: Boltzmann constant) if we consider the electric field components as �� � Y�
dN ; 

�� � |�N\S
��#U X �

d'Z
�/�

we conclude following statement. 

�� � �� � ��                                                     (33)  
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Therefore external constant electric field interval is given in eqn. (33) and external 

constant magnetic field interval is given in eqn. (28). In only n-type 

semiconductors radiations occur with the frequency given in eqn. (27). 

Considering magnetic field changes inside the semiconductor, then radiation 

theory given in eqns.(28-33) cause changing of the conditions. Real and imagine 

parts of the impedance depending on the external magnetic field are shown in the 

following figure.  

R /Z
ez 0 I /Zm z 0

 

Figure 2. Real and  imaginer part of the n-typesemiconductor. 
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